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Abstract: The importance of quality in power supplied to consumers is increasing as the days are passing 

due to increase in demand of power .As a solution to this the new control technique that is Unified Power 

Quality Conditioner (UPQC) with fuzzy logic controller for mitigating harmonics and voltage sag in the 

distribution system considering for the improvement of power. The UPQC is the power electronic module that 

guarantees for the better power quality because it contains both the shunt-active and the series-active power 

filters (APFs).  Fuzzy logic controller attracted the significant deal of recognition and also possesses 

conceptually for the quality of the simplicity by tackling the complex systems with the ambiguity. In this study, 

for generating of the reference signal for controlling the UPQC the fuzzy logic controller has been utilized.  

MATLAB/Simulink is used for the simulation study and is carried out for the investigation and demonstration 

of the behavior of fuzzy logic controller that is proposed, in terms of the performance in improving for the 

power quality is by reducing the harmonics, voltage sag and voltage swell.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Power quality is challenging issue our daily life. The word power quality became one 

of most prolific buzzwords since late 1980s in power industry [1]. As consumer’s 

requirement is increasing daily, the quality of power supply should also be improved 

accordingly. The both electric utilities and the end users of the electric power are then 

becoming increasingly concerned regarding the quality of the electric power. In the recent 

years, development of the power electronics devices was been led for implementation of 

the electronic equipment that is suitable for the electrical power systems. Non-linear loads 

produce the reactive power and the harmonics related problems in utility systems.  

Harmonic and the reactive power cause the poor power factor also distort supply voltage 

at customer service point. Presence of the harmonics in the power lines raise to increased 

power losses in distribution system, the interference problems in the communication 

systems and, then sometimes, in the operation failures of the electronic equipments, that 

are more sensitive as they include the microelectronic control systems, that work with the 

low energy levels. Due to these problems, issue of power quality that is delivered to end 

consumers is the, more than ever, the object of the great concern. As to control the power 

quality problems, the many standards are been proposed by the different agencies, as 

IEEE-519 standard [1-2]. Ideally, the voltage and the current waveforms in phase, power 

factor of the load equals to the unity, and reactive power consumption zero. The situation 

enables most efficient transport to active power, leading attainment of cheapest 

distribution system. During past, solutions to the mitigation as the fixed compensation, the 

resonance with source impedance, and the difficulty in the tuning time dependence filter 

parameters, identified the power quality problems are through the conventional passive 

filters. Their limitations, have ignited need for the active and the hybrid filters [2-3]. In 

this circumstance, the new technology called as the Custom Power Devices (CPDs) is 

emerged in the distribution sector that the power quality can significantly be improved. 

 UPQC is the custom power device which is employed in distribution system for 

mitigating disturbances that affect performance of the sensitive and/or the critical load [4-

5]. Function of the UPQC is to compensate the supply voltage imbalance/flicker, the 

reactive power, harmonics and the negative sequence current. In the other words, UPQC 
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has capability of the increasing the power quality at point of installation at distribution 

power systems or the industrial power systems [6-9]. The many control strategies are to 

determine reference signals of voltage and current of the three phase UPQC. Most 

common are p-q-r theory, the modified the instantaneous PQ theory [10]. The 

synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) DQ theory [11] is the used for control of the three-

phase UPQC. Performance of the UPQC mainly depends on how quickly and the accurate 

the compensation signals are then derived. Control strategies that are used here based on 

the PI Controller and the Fuzzy Controller. The control schemes of the UPQC based on 

the PI controller are been the widely reported [12]. PI control based the techniques are the 

simple and are reasonably effective. Further, Control of the UPQC is based on 

conventional PI control to prone to the severe dynamic interaction as between the active 

and the reactive power flows. Conventional PI controller is been here replaced by the 

Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) in this paper. Recently, the fuzzy logic controller was 

generated the great deal of the Interest in the various applications also has been the 

introduced in power electronics field [13-15]. FLC has been then used in the APFs in the 

place of the conventional PI controller in improving dynamic performance. FLC is the 

basically the nonlinear and the adaptive in the nature. Advantages of the fuzzy logic 

controllers compared to conventional PI controller is that do not need the accurate 

mathematical model; as they work with the imprecise inputs, they can handle the 

nonlinearity, and they may be the more robust than conventional PI controller. 

Performance of proposed system is been demonstrated through the simulated 

waveforms using the Sim Power Systems (SPS) the Matlab/Simulink environment.  

 

2. Control strategy of UPQC 

Control technique of the three-phase UPQC is displayed in the Figure 2. It is the 

combination of the series APF and shunt APF. Both the series and shunt APFs are 

the current controlled. Shunt APF is the indirect current controlled. 

 

Figure 1. Control technique layout. 

 

3. Reference generation technique 
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3.1. Series converter control 

 

The voltage-source-converter-based UPQC, the hysteresis voltage control (HVC) 

used for control of series converter. The Series active filters does provide the high 

impedance to the current harmonics and that obstructs the load to the source 

streaming and the source to the load headings, in the like manner, this presents as 

the  regulated voltage supply. This elimination of harmonic components in the 

voltage supply is major objective of the series compensators; voltage from series 

filter is then given by the Equation 1 [13], where the Figure 2 showed series 

converter in the terms of the control block diagram. 

)sin(211 kntkkVVVV knpanaah θωα +=++=                                                              (1) 

Where: Vah is voltage which is created by the series filter, V1na is negative 

sequence components, V1pa is positive sequence components.  

As to ensure load voltage is as sinusoidal, unit vector template (UVT) based on 

the phase-locked loop (PLL) is then multiplied with the constant of the equal 

strength to peak amplitude of fundamental the input voltage as that voltage of 

reference loads is then obtained. UVTs with respective phase delay for the 

individual phases are then achieved and are then stated below:  

)sin( tU a ω=                                                                                           (2) 

)120sin( += tU b ω                                                                               (3) 

)120sin( −= tU c ω                                                                               (4)         

 

Figure 2. The Block diagram of the series converter. 

 

Generation of the compensation signals as: 

amsafa UVVV ..−=                                                                                (5) 

bmsbfb UVVV .−=                                                                               (6) 

cmscfc UVVV .−=                                                                               (7) 
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     Where: (Ua, Ub, Uc,) and (Vsa, Vsb, Vsc) represents the 3-phase the unit current 

vectors and 3- phase supply voltage as respectively, then Vm is supplied voltage 

amplitude. 

Gating signal then needed for series converter is then obtained by the comparing 

of actual and the compensation signals at terminals of series converter. Generated 

error is then passed to hysteresis controller.   

 

3.2. Shunt converter control 

 

The instantaneous reactive power (p-q) theory is used to control the shunt 

converter of the UPQC. In this theory, the instantaneous three-phase currents and 

voltages are transformed to α-β-0 coordinates using equation (8) 

ABC to αβ0: 
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αβ0 to ABC:  
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The reference currents generated from equation (9) are then compared with the 

sensed three phase source currents and the errors generated are processed by PWM 

controller thus generating switching signals for the active power filter IGBT 

switches in UPQC. 

 

4. Fuzzy logic controller 

FLC is based on fuzzy set theory where there is the inevitable transition between the 

Membership and the non-membership functions, that results in the fuzzy set ambiguity. 

Where there are complex mathematical calculations, best approach is deploy the FLC. 

Fuzzy logic theory is regarded as the qualitatively-defined the mathematical the multi-

valued logic which involves the artificial intelligence and the probability theory to the 

proffer solution to the problems since it has mimics human brain and then uses the 

approximate reasoning when the relating variant data sets and the making decisions. 

Figure. 3 displays three components (fuzzification, decision making and de-fuzzification) 

of the fuzzy logic-based control techniques. The FLC, the basic control scheme is then 

explained by the set of the linguistic rules. Those rules are being determined by system. 

As numerical variables are being converted into the linguistic variables, the mathematical 

modelling of system is not necessary in the FLC. The FLC basically contains three parts: 

fuzzification, decision making, and the defuzzification. 
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Figure 3.components of fuzzy logic controller 

4.1. Fuzzification 

 

The Membership function values is been assigned to linguistic variables, by using the 

seven fuzzy subsets: PS (Positive Small), PM (Positive Medium), PB (Positive Big), NB 

(Negative Big), NM (Negative Medium), NS (Negative Small) and ZE (Zero).  Partition 

of the fuzzy subsets and shape of the membership function take the shape up to the 

suitable system. Values of the input error and the change in error are then normalized by 

the input scaling factor. 

 

4.2. Decision making 

 

The many composition methods that such as the Max-Min and the Max-Dot that are 

been proposed in literature.  The Max-Min method is been used in this paper. Output 

membership functions the each rule are given by minimum operator and the maximum 

operator. 

 

4.3. Defuzzification 

 

    Input signal computation in the fuzzy control system interpreted as the fuzzy 

singleton by using Mamdani-type-inference system which linguistic variables (input and 

output) assumed are been presented as the fuzzy variables. Figure 4(a) and 4(b) shows the 

input variable of the fuzzification while the Figure.4(c) shows output variable of the 

defuzzification. Fuzzy membership function set is the assembly of indicator functions in 

the classical sets. Fuzzy variables are then determined by the membership functions and 

then typified by the position, shape, width or whole overlap. The controller, triangular 

membership form been used. 

 
Figure 4. Fuzzy variables a) Error b) change in error c) output. 
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5. Results and discussion 

The three-phase UPQC based on fuzzy logic controller connected to the supply voltage 

of 400V, 50Hz and with the nonlinear load consisting of the 3-phase bridge rectifier that 

feeding the RL load. The configuration is then modelled in the MATLAB/Simulink and 

performance of the UPQC is then estimated in the terms of the mitigation of the current 

and the voltage harmonics, the simulation model is then displayed in the Figure 5. and 

parameters circuit states the following: 

The Line voltage of grid is 400V (peak), the grid resistance of 0.001 Ω, the grid 

impedance of 10 mH, the grid frequency of 50 HZ, the load inductance of 0.15 mH, the 

load resistance of 60 Ω, the filter resistance of 10 mΩ, the filter inductance of 3.6 mH, the 

DC link voltage of 674 V and the DC link capacitor of 100 μF. 

 

 

Figure 5.Main UPQC circuit. 

 

Figure 6.Shunt converter circuit. 
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Figure 7.Fuzzy logic controller connection. 

 

5.1. Case 1: voltage sag and swell compensation 

 

    The voltage swell is created from 0.3 sec to 0.4 sec with increase in voltage of 30% 

shown in figure 5a. Then this is compensated by injecting upqc voltage shown in figure 

5c. The voltage after compensation is shown in figure 5b.   

    The voltage sag is created from 0.9sec to 1 sec with decrease in voltage of 30% shown 

in figure 5a. Then this is compensated by injecting upqc voltage shown in figure 5c. The 

voltage after compensation is shown in figure 5b. 

 

 
Figure 8.a) source voltage b) load voltage c) injected voltage. 

 

5.2. Case 2: Current harmonics compensation. 
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Figure 9.a) source current b) load current. 

 

     The current before compensation is shown in figure 9a. and the current after UPQC 

compensation is shown in figure b.  

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper shows the proposed scheme for UPQC for the harmonics compensation of 

the load current and the source voltage in the distribution systems by using FLC which 

regulates DC voltage. The instantaneous reactive power theory is used for the reference 

signal generation. The proposed technique has successfully mitigated the voltage sag and 

swell. The fuzzy Logic controller updates the values for the every control cycle unlike 

proportional integral (PI) controller. This performance of the proposed UPQC for the 

power quality improvement was then extensively investigated under the simulation study 

then it was noted this proposed scheme adequately compensated load current and the 

source voltage harmonics to improve power quality.  
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